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Special_Period_Name
The name of the special period: Completed, Current, or Locked.

Simple_Period_Name
The name of the period, for example, 2005, 2005/01, None.

PAUSE
Makes a pause in the execution of a script.

Usage pbvcon PAUSE Timeout

Parameter Timeout
Delay in the command execution in milliseconds. If undefined or the value is less 
or equal to zero, the delay continues until the user hits the ENTER (CR) key.

REMOVE_AUTHENTICATION_METHOD
Disables an authentication method in the specified database.

Usage pbvcon REMOVE_AUTHENTICATION_METHOD Server_Name Db_Reference 
Login_Name Login_Password Auth_Method

Parameters Server_Name
The server name. Use quotation marks if the value contains spaces.

Db_Reference
The database name or path exactly as it is known to the server. Use quotation 
marks if the value contains spaces.

Login_Name
Login name that has rights to access a Metrics Management database. 

If the database is configured to use an optional authentication method such as AD 
or LDAP, you can prefix the login name with the authentication method followed 
by a backslash, for example, LDAP\Joe.

If your authentication method does not require a Metrics Management login 
name, for example, AD-SSO, LDAP-SSO, or Windows, use any string as the login 
name. For example, you can use NONE.

Login_Password
User login password. For authentication methods that do not require a user 
password such as AD-SSO, LDAP-SSO, or Windows, use any string for the 
password. For example, you can use NONE.

Auth_Method
Authentication method name. Use #ALL to apply this action to all methods: AD, 
AD-SSO, LDAP, LDAP-SSO, Standard, and Windows.
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To attach a database file, you must know the physical location and name of 
the SQL Server database files, as well as the version of SQL Server 
currently being used.

To use this method, select Attach a database file as a database name. Then, 
provide the database name. In Using the filename, provide the full path 
and name of the database file. If the server name is known, leave this 
section empty.

Figure 7-27 Creating a UDL file for a SQL Server

9 To connect using SQL Analysis Services OLAP, in Connection, as shown in 
Figure 7-28:

1 In Enter the data source and or location of the data, provide the following 
information:

❏ In Data Source, provide the logical name of the data source.

❏ In Location, provide the path for the data source.

2 In Enter information to log in to the database, provide appropriate login 
credentials for the database, including user name and password, if 
necessary. Alternatively, select use Windows NT Integrated security.

3 In Enter the initial catalog to use, provide a table name.
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❏ In Instance name (SID), provide the instance name or system ID of 
the Oracle database.

If both server parameters are provided, Metrics Management connects 
using the Oracle service name.

4 In Database user credentials, provide the Metrics Management database 
user name and password.

5 Choose Test Connection. Then, choose OK.

Figure 10-17 Specifying Oracle database connection settings

■ To load a connection file, choose Load. In Select Data Link File, navigate to 
the connection file. Then, choose Open.

How to initialize the blank Metrics Management database

Choose Apply. Metrics Management initializes the database. Choose OK to accept 
the confirmation message. In the main window, the new database appears under 
the server on which the database was created.

Uploading a Metrics Management license file
The system specialist uses Register Metrics Management to upload a server or 
database license to Metrics Management. Optionally, use Register Metrics 
Management to view the following information for a Metrics Management server 
or database license:

■ License model type, either server or database, owner, and expiration date

■ Enabled license options, such as Active Web Publishing



After the revamp, the sweep rate for this formula rose very quickly, from 2% to 8%
to about
Hardware wallets are cryptographic physical devices that store the private keys of
cryptocurrencies offline. The private key is necessary to use this type of wallet, and
these wallets allow traders to securely store the private key while protecting the
information.
According to ZDNet, Google has removed 49 Chrome extensions from its online
store that masquerade as Legitimate encryption for Ledger, MyEtherWallet, Trezor,
Electrum, etc. Currency wallet application, but contains malicious code designed to
steal encrypted wallet private keys, coinage phrases and other raw secrets
NYKNYB is a piece of security advice from Bitcoin expert Andreas Antonopoulos. The
phrase comes in the wake of a massive hack that rocked the Bitcoin
community.NYKNYB means that it will Bitcoin is safer in a wallet protected by a
private key than in a trading platform that is vulnerable to hackers.
A private key and an apostrophe is a string of characters that can be copied on paper
and imported into various wallet software. A private key file is a type of data that
holds the private key and can be copied to a USB stick or mailbox, etc. Common
private key files are dat files and keystore files, which can also be imported into a
variety of wallet software
The reason we use a hardware wallet is to keep the mnemonic/private key offline, so
that typing the mnemon
ic on a networked device is completely Losing the meaning of the hardware wallet
[Former Google engineer Mike Stay helps Russian user recover lost Bitcoin wallet private key] a Russian user Had
made a large investment in Bitcoin in 2016. However, it was unable to withdraw its bitcoins because it forgot its
password. The user left a message on LinkedIn with Mike Stay, a former Google engineer, asking for assistance in
decrypting a code containing A large zip file of Bitcoin private keys. After much trial and error, Stay managed to
decipher the password and return the private key to the user, who was able to use it to gain access to his lost and
recovered $0.3 million BTC
The same goes for cryptographic digital currencies, wallet software and coins are two different things. The coin is
the core, the wallet software is the tool. Coins can fit into a variety of wallet software. Coins generally come in
the form of a private key, a mnemonic and a private key file
In a transaction, the payer must use the above-mentioned wallet to authenticate the sub-private key to the
messages communicated in the transaction (which contain the element and the transaction message signed by
the user's private key) for signing. The recipient must derive the child public key corresponding to that payment
wallet from the pre-programmed central bank wallet authentication root public key based on the derived
elements, checking that the The key is val

id for the duration of the key and verifies that the transaction communication message is from a legitimate
wallet.
In 2008, a global financial crisis erupted and a sudden financial tsunami was about to sweep across the world.
In order to appeal to professional users in the digital currency industry, Li Qi Yuan also plans to launch a Pro
version of Ballet's physical wallet. This version allows users to customize their private keys and passwords by
simply submitting an "intermediate code" via open source software, Ballet Wallet. The production factory then
imprinted the private key and password on Ballet's physical wallet, allowing free customization.
Hardware wallets are physical devices that combine the security of a cold wallet with the ease of use of a hot
wallet, acting as flash drives and storing your private key
Click for the Electrum Personal Server source code and Electrum Wallet Source Code
is an enhanced version of the deterministic wallet, introducing the concept of a "master private key" to the
deterministic wallet, the HD wallet. The hierarchy is such that the private key generated from the master private
key can itself become a master private key, which is then used to generate a deterministic wallet
LTC: LTC rebound trend, but the structure is still very weak, has been suppressed, even if the rebound is not
much space. The operating recommendations 53 near the short line short mainly, stop loss price 55
Bi



tcoin uses an elliptic curve addition algorithm ECC and a hash function SHA-256, ECC
is mainly used for the public and private key Generation, SHA-256 is mainly used for
public key generation of wallet addresses and proof of POW workload during
mining.
Doing so protects your privacy, as other Electrum nodes will not be able to see your
address and balance. In addition, it allows you to verify incoming transactions on the
go!
The first "halving" of Bitcoin took place on November 28, 2012. However, the
assumption was that halving the price would automatically lead to a price spike. If
you look back at the year when the Litecoin (LTC) "halved" (August 5, 2019)
Security key material can be stored at several separate companies. Today, a common
practice is to provide backup keys to separate parties in separate companies. When
the backup key can be clearly identified, as is the case with multi-signature security,
the owner of the funds will not have the funds stolen by the backup holder.
However, if multiparty computing removes traceability, the backup holder will be
reluctant to hold the backup key because there is no way to distinguish between the
backup and the backup. Whether the key holder was involved in fraudulent
transactions
All of these stories now sound like a river of sadness against the current. The theory
is that the person holding the bitcoin didn't keep the private key to their wallet and
it was all just a dream.
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The syntax for this formula is

(("Inventory"%@relative("Inventory","Previous Month"))-100)

You can either create a default formula, which applies to all locations, or define a 
different formula for each location. When you create an exception by location, 
you exclude certain submeasures from the measure structure at that location. 
Locations for those submeasures shows the locations where they are excepted. 
For more information about exceptions by location, see “About exceptions by 
location” in Chapter 5, “Working with views.”

How to create a default formula for a formula measure

1 In Formula, choose Edit. Build the formula by adding measures and 
mathematical operators.

2 To add a measure to a formula definition, select a measure from the Measures 
list. Then, choose Add.

3 To add an operator, for example + or -, choose an operator from the calculator. 
The % operator divides one measure by another and multiplies the quotient 
by 100.

4 Repeat as required until your formula is built, as shown in Figure 3-11.

Figure 3-11 Creating a default formula for a formula measure

5 Choose OK. Then, choose Save.

How to create a formula by location

1 To define a formula by location, choose Edit.

2 From the Location list, select a location, and choose Define a formula for this 
location, as shown in Figure 3-12.
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How to edit a translator

1 In the Navigation Pane, choose Setup➛Translators.

2 In Setup Translators—Translators, select a translator name.

3 Choose View or Edit.

4 In Setup Translator—Properties, select alternative properties.

5 Choose Save.

Deleting a translator
Use the following procedure to delete a translator.

How to delete a translator

1 In the Navigation Pane, choose Setup➛Translators.

2 In Setup Translators—Translators, select a translator name.

3 Choose Delete.

4 Choose Yes to confirm.

Exporting data
Metrics Management supports exporting data from the Metrics Management 
database into a text file for import to other applications. Advanced Data 
Connectivity supports exporting data directly into another database.

Metrics Management supports exporting the following kinds of data:

■ Individually selected or filtered measures

■ Pending data

■ Raw or consolidated data

■ Calculated indexes and colors

■ Performance commentaries

Columns named Translated appear only if a translator is defined for the object 
type. When a column of this type is used, a translator object must also be 
specified. The translator object translates the Metrics Management object name 
according to rules defined in the translator object.
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Figure 8-5 shows active web publishing of An Overall View of Performance view.

Figure 8-5 Active web publishing of the An Overall View of Performance view

To make a Metrics Management portal link available in a web page, the system 
specialist performs the following tasks:

■ Create a web server URL named path in the Windows Client.

■ Generate or manually create a Metrics Management portal link.

■ Deploy the Metrics Management portal link.

To make an active web publishing link available in a web page, the system 
specialist performs the following tasks:

■ Create an active web publishing user to define security on published object 
types.

■ Specify the server and database in which the active web publishing user 
resides.

■ Create a web server URL named path in the Windows Client.

■ Generate or manually create a Metrics Management portal link.

■ Deploy the Metrics Management portal link.

Creating the active web publishing user
The system specialist creates and configures the active web publishing user to 
define the object types available for active web publishing. The active web 
publishing user’s privilege settings allow or deny other users from opening 
content from an active web publishing link. Creating the active web publishing 
user requires administrator privileges.


